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Implementable Positive Maps on Standard Forms 
HAKT DEMOEN AND PAUL \~AFW~JVERZWIJN* 
We determine those unital positive m;lps on :L van Neumann algehr;~ in 
standard form that can he isometrically implemented, thereby generalizing 
the result that in this situation :my automorphism can he unitnrily implemented 
and that any norm:~l st:lte is a vector st:tte. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
implementation theorems for isomorphisms on von Neumann algebras are 
well known. Early results can be found, c.g., in [4]. Similarly, in cases of parti- 
cular interest, normal states can be represented as vector states. The implement- 
ing unitary (or vector in the latter case) is not unique, unless some additional 
hypothesis fixes the choice. 
A scheme that offers the possibility of a unique implementation for both 
isomorphisms and normal states, is the following one, introduced by Haagerup 
[6, 71, generalizing structures studied in [I, 31 for a-finite algebras. 
A standard form is a quadruple (M, Z, J, P) consisting of a van Neumann 
algebra M in 9(X), a conjugate linear, isometric involution J of Z’, and a 
selfdual cone P in .iy’ with the following properties: 
(i) JMJ : ;II’. 
(ii) JzJ z+ for all z in Z’(M) ilT n iV’, 
(iii) J[ [ for all [ in P, 
(iv) xJ xJ(P) C P for all .Y in 112. 
For the sake of completeness, let it be repeated here that a cone I’ in a Hilbert 
space fl is selfdual if it is closed, convex, and has the property- that 7 E P if f  
‘[, ?),x 3; 0 for all [ in P. One usually says that the van Neumann algebra !II is in 
standard form. 
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It was shown in [7, Theorem I .6.] that any van Kcumann algebra is isomorphic 
to a von Seumann algebra in standard form. The implemcntabilit~ result KC 
have in mind is 
C’onsider the (completely) positive map @: M - C, mapping .x into W(X), then 
thcrc exists an isometr!; z from C to X’, such that zq(R ) c P and @(.Y) T.~.YF. 
(‘That this is true can be readily seen: knowing that w(x) 7, q for a unique 
7 in I’, define F: C --t 9’ by Z)(A) ~~ 17.) 
In a way, isomorphisms and states are “extreme” examples in the class of 
complctcly positive maps. It is the purpose of this paper to determine the full 
class of (necessaril!;) completely positive (CP) maps @ that can be implemented 
as @(x) 7’>‘.vz with ‘c) leaving the selfdual cone P invariant. More genera!l! 
we ask for all normal CP laps 0: 11/1+ !V with M and S in standard form 
(subalgebras of #(Z) and d(X), respectively), such that Q(x) =_ z’“x7~ foi 
some 7’: .R + X, that maps the selfdual cone of .X into that of X. The lattci 
requirement tixcs the choice of ZI. In this paper we restrict oursclvcs to unital 
maps @, ix., such that @(I) = I. 
We show that a unital, lormal C’P map @ on a standard form is implementable 
if and only if its predual @* is norm-preserving on selfadjoint elements. The 
statement of this proposition (2.8), together with some preliminary results, 
forms the content of Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to a series of lemmas, lead- 
ing to a structure theorem for unital, normal faithful maps @, with @* norm- 
preserving on the sclfadjoint part of IV, In fact, to derive the result, we do not 
need the complete positivity, but rather the hypothesis that the mapping satisfies 
some Schwarz-tvpc inequalitv. This structure result (Proposition 3.6.) is intcrcst- 
ing in itself. 
The implcmcnting isomctry can bc pointwise determined in this case, using 
pre\~iousI~~ known results on implementation of isomorphisms and conditional 
expectations. .\s the general case can be rcduccd to this cast, the main result 
follows. Some comments conclude this presentation in Section 4. It may be 
remarked. finally, that a general unital Cl’ map @: A4-+ 9(X’) can always be 
decomposed as @(.x) =~ e’r(x)z, with x some representation of A/ in a Hilbcrt 
space .X. and 7> an isometry Y l X’. This is the well-known Stinespring dccon- 
position [IO, ‘I’heorem I]. Our &composition is identical to the minimal Stinc- 
spring decomposition if and only if @ is faithful (Theorem 2. IO below). 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let M (respectively N) be a von Neumann algebra in &(z@‘) (resp. 9(X)). 
Typical elements in M and 12: will be denoted by x, y,..., whereas vectors in fl 
and X will be denoted by E, 7”’ I f  ./t/’ is a subset of Z (or X), then [./‘I 
denotes the projection on the subspace generated by M. 
As usual, M, is the predual of M, Ml the selfadjoint part of -12, , &Wb the 
positive part in M, and (Mz), 1~ @ the convex set of normal states on M (such 
as W, $,...). 
In the following @ will be a positive normal and unital map @: ,I,/ + :\’ 
(unitarily meaning here that @(I) 1). It has a predual @, . 
DEFINITION 2.1. With @ as above, we say @* is veal-isometric ~2 1 @*(+)I 
I’$ llfo~ all+ in #Ea. 
The notion of the “support of a normal state w” ((s(w)) is well known; see, 
e.g., [4, I, Sect. 4, Def. 31. Similarly one can define the support of a normal 
positive map @, (s(Q)), [l 11. If+,EMi , we write &i 1 (bz whenever s(gfiJs(&) 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. With @ as above, we say Qp, is orthogonality preserving 
(OP) i f f  whenever (br _L &, , with +i E IV: , then also @*($r) _L @J&J. 
The first lemma relates the two concepts to one another and to the property 
of preserving the absolute value of selfadjoint normal linear functionals. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let @ be a normal positive map Ii4-t ;V, then the followin<g aYe 
equivalent: 
(1) CD.+ is real-isometric, 
(2) CD* is orthogonality preserving and CD is unital, 
(3) @*(I C$ 1) =I 1 @+($)I for #I in 1°F and @ is unital. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Take 4, 1 +a , & in m. It follows [4, Chap. I, Sect. 4, 
Proposition 71 that 1/& - & 11 := 2 and thus /I @*($r) - @*($a)]i 7 2. Therefore 
@5*(h) I @*(A)- 
(2) -+ (3). Any 4 in N$’ can be written as 
Moreover ~ 4 I = +r --I- (6a , 
I @*(+)I = I @*c?v - @*(#J2)/ 
= @*(dd + @*c&J as @.+ has property OP 
-= @*(I 4 9. 
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(3) - (1). Let w E Kta and w = w1 - w2 its canonical decomposition 
II @*(w)li = II I @Awli II 
= 1~ @A w l)li 
C'OROLLARY. If @.+ is real-isometric, then Q(M) = N. 
Proof. That @.+ is real-isometric implies that the range of @.+ is norm closed 
in M, and that @* is injective. Then classical results (as, e.g., [9], Corollary 
c to Theorem 4.12 and Theorem 4.14.b) show that G(M) r- LT. 1 
For the sake of completeness we now recall the definition of m-positivity and 
complete positivity. For a review of known results on this matter, see, e.g., 
[2, 51. Let M, be the algebra of m x m matrices. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A linear map @: N -+ A’ is m-positive i f f  the map @?,,: 
112 6~ Mm - 12: @ Mn, , cDrn = @ @ I,, , is positive. If  @FL is positive for all n, 
then @ is said to be completely positive (CP). 
Of special intrest for our purposes is the following class of positive maps: 
DEFINITION 2.5. We say the unital map di: M + N is a Schwarz map if it 
satisfies the following inequality: 
@(x*)@(x) < @(x*x). 
As is well known, this property is stronger than positivity, but weaker than 
2-positivity [5]. 
Inspired by known results on implementability of isomorphisms and normal 
states we have 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let (M, 2, J,,,, , P,M) and (N, X, J,,,. , PA,) be two standard 
forms and @ a unital normal CP map M + N. @ is said to be (isometrically) 
implementable i f f  there exists an isometry n: .X + H such that 
(I) Q(x) = u*xq (1) 
(4 qp‘") c PM . (2) 
Remark that whenever @ is implementable, the decomposition (1) is unique. 
This follows easily from the fact that the vector representative in P of a normal 
state is unique. 
It is interesting to note the following result which proves in~pl~~l~cntahilii~- 
(without imposing condition (2)) for nil normal unital C‘I’ maps 0: .I/ + .2. 
should 41 be a tvpe !I1 algebra on a scparablc space .Y/‘. In this c;~‘c Ilo\\;cvcr. 
\vvc cannot claim any uniqucncss of the implementing isornetry. 
Proof. rls (D is a normal C‘P map it can be decomposed as Q(x) ii -7r(x)zc 
[8, ‘I’heorem 3.31 where r is the representation of X onrthe Elilbcrt space 
27: 2 -- G:.; Tiy ; iv< X ; i t N and T(X) ;r\, .y and u, is an iiometr\ : 
. f  -> 9’. 
Since ;r(M) is again a type III algebra on a separable space, there c\;ists a uni- 
tarp u [4, III, Section 1, Theorem 31: 
for which Z(X) I1 ‘Sll. Putting 2’ UW’, the result is obtained. a 
W’e are now read!- to state the main result, the proof of which requir-es a 
number of lemmas, and is therefore postponed to the last section. 
Proof of the “on!\, if” par-t. Suppose @i(x) =- Z,‘NZ~ ecith $I’,.) = /‘,, Tl> 
Lemma 2.3. it is sufficient to show that C? is orthogonality prcsci-iing. ‘f&c 
wI , w2 in :Vi with ~0~ ~.~ w2 According to the results stated in the Introduction 
there exist [r , 6, in Pi\! for which w, ==m (I)~, ‘I’he support of oC, is [:\.‘[,I P:-‘ 
T\;ow et1 1 e,! if and only if E1 .j_ E, [6, Corollary 2.121. As 7; is an isometry. 
zj[r 1 uta ; we therefore obtain w,< 1 1 -- wts 
2 , i.c,, by uniqueness of vector rcprc- 
. . 
sentations in P,,, 
Before WC prove the converse part, we quote some immediate conscqucnces 
of implementability of @ (or, equivalently, of the isometric property of rP*). As 
always s(AZ) denotes the center of M. 
COROLLARY 2.9. If (M, 2, Jxr , P),,) and (iv, A“, J,,, , PN) are standardforms 
and CD is an implementable unital normal CP map 1T2-t N, then @(%(lZZ)) C%“(N). 
Proof. This is immediate, once Proposition 3.6. is proved. as the result is 
true for automorphisms and conditional expectations. 1 
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THEOREM 2.10. Let (>%Z, X’, J,,[ , P,,,), (%, X, J,\; , Ps), and (I, be as r’~ 
Corollary ?.9., tJlen the decomposition (I) is /lx (minimal) Stinespri?zCy decomposition 
if and only if 6, is faitJ?fill. 
I’JYw~. It remains to be shown that the subspace c.Y is cyclic in .Y under .lZ. 
if and only if @ is faithful. The faithfulness of CD is equivalent to the propcrt! 
that 7.J‘ be separating for lll. As 1) v  is selfdual, so that it spans .;//‘, the latter 
propcrt! in turn is equivalent to the fact that z)I’,,: be separating for .U. 
T\‘e show that z:P,,. is separating for .lI if and onI!- if it is cyclic under .lI. 
I f  I’ is an arbitrary subset in P,%, , define the projections [X’(lI’)] in M and 
[M(I-‘)] in JII’. We show J,,,[M’(I’)] J,,l -~ [A1(1’)]. Suppose indeed that 
[.lZ(l’)]r, : -. 0, then for all s in ill, all t in I-‘: 0 ,q, x 1’ \‘?I, ,vJ,,,t 
:‘J,,+J.,,t, J,,,q>. Hence for all N’ in ill’, all 6 in P:(x’[, J,[T;, 0, thus 
[M’(&)] J.,,? : 0, or equivalently J,,[~W’(PO)] J,,q 0. 1 
In general the support of an implemented map @is given by [dl’@.,F’]. Standard 
proccdurcs cnablc one to reduce problems on implemented CP maps to problems 
on implemented faithful (‘I’ maps, for which the Stincspring decomposition is a 
powerful tool. For example, one can determine the ertrcmal maps in the class 
of implementable (‘P maps, using results in [2]; we shall however not proceed 
along thcsc lines. Instead wc quote a final result: 
Although one can give an independent proof of this result, we prefer to post- 
pone it and show it with less effort in the next section. As in Proposition 2.8.. 
the Schwarz property will suffice. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We shall prove the theorem first for faithful @ and a-finite _\: (Lemma 3.7) 
and afterward remove these conditions. Proposition 3.6 is an interesting result in 
itself. It decomposes normal, real-isometric Schwarx maps @ as @ ~ ,I ., C. 
Here E is a conditional expectation and 01 an automorphism. 
Ixiwnl,\ 3. I. Let @: M+ IV he a normal, positice map. Suppose CD.+ is veal-iso- 
metric, then 
(i) fey any a-$nite projection q E N, there exists a projection p E AU, such 
tlzat @p(p) :== q, 
(ii) if @ is faithful, then p is unique. 
Proof. One can as well prove the theorem for M and N in standard form: 
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(i) since q is o-finite, there is a 6 E P,” such that q = s(w() [7], so for some 
rl E PM ? wp 0 @ = wn and (wE 0 @)(s(w,)) = 1 = (E, @(s(w,))[). Because s(w~) 
is the smallest projection on 5 in M, we have @(s(w,J) > ~(0~). Choose now a 
maximal orthogonal set of vectors {E,) _C Py containing 4, Then 
where the last inequality stems from the fact that @* is real-isometric. Take 
p = S(W~ o D). It follows that q == Q(p). 
(ii) let @ be faithful and @(f ) = q with f  a projection, then (wr o a)( f  ) :-- 
I,sof-~(w~~~)~0;but~(f-s(w~~~))=q-q=Osof=~(w~ofP). 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let @: M+ N be normal, positire, and faithful and @.+ real- 
isometric. 
(i) I f  q and q’ aye o-$nite projections in N and q < q’, then the projections 
p and p’ satisfying Q(p) = q and @( p’) == qf satisfy p < p’. 
(ii) I f  qe is an increasing net of a-finite projections such that qcl 7 q and if 
@(pa) = q. , then p, t p and Q(p) --: q, for some projection p. 
Proof. (i) Put e == y’ - q, then there is just one projection f  E M such that 
@(f) == e. Then fp 10 since ey 0 and @* is real-isometric. So f  I p is a 
projection in M and 
q j A- p) =- q’, 
sop’ =f +p >p. 
(ii) I f  qu is increasing, then also p, increases by the first part of the lemma. 
Let p, 7 p. Then q z sup qE = sup @( pn) ::-:. @(sup pn) = a(p). i 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let CD’: M ---f IV be faithful, positive, and normal and such 
that CD* is real-isometric; then fey any projection q E n;, there is n unique projection 
p E M such that @p(p) = q. 
Prooj, Let {qn} be a net of a-finite projections in N, increasing to q. Then 
appIy Lemma 3.2 to prove the existence of p. Suppose p and p’ are projections 
such that 
@(P)-@(f) ‘4 
and set @(p - p A p’) = f.  
Then~((p-p~p’)+p’)-q--~-f,andwehave’Iq~fl’~~landO~~i 
q, sof = 0. By the faithfulness of @: p = p A p’ and by symmetry p = p’ and p 
is unique. 1 
So far, we only used the positivity of @. Clearly, an implementable map is CP, 
but to prove that @ is implementable, we only need the Schwarz property. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Let M, denote the von Neumann subalgebra of M consist- 
ing of those y  for which @(xy) = @(x)@(y) and @( yx) = @(y)@(x) for all 
x in M. 
That M, is indeed a von Neumann algebra is easily seen, as well as the fact 
that @ is a homomorphism on M, . 
L,Enm~.~ 3.5. Let @: AI - ;\’ be a normal Schwarx map. Then 
(i) i4 projection p in M is in M, zf and only if Q(p) is a projection. In 
particular, the smallest projection e such that Q(e) =m: 1 is in IV, , and @/Mm is 
injectize f  and on& if @ is faithful. 
(ii) Ij moreoaer kn_ is real isometric, then Q/M, is sy]‘ectke. 
Proof. (i) Let Q(p) be a projection, x in iv, h t C, then @((x” i @) 
(A .- hp)) :‘- @(P - xp)@(~ f  hp) as @ is a Schwarz map. Hence @(X*X) - 
@(X*)@(X) 3 h{@(x*)@( p) - @(.~“:p)] G- A{@( P)@(X) - @( p-y)). This implies 
@(.Y)@( p) =: @(xp). Similarly @(p)@(X) = @(pi). 
(i ) This follows from Corollary 3.3. (It should be remarked that the faith- 
fulness is not needed for the existence.) 1 
‘I’he foliowing proposition is of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let @: 111 - X be a normal, real isometric Schwarz mup. 
Let e be the support of @. Then oi :- @/eM,e is an isomorphism from eM,e onto 
:L’ and t ‘Y.-I D @ is a normal condition expectation from :V onto eM,e such that 
@ x 01OE. (3) 
Conversely, any map of the form (3) is a normal, real-isometric CP map, 
Proof. (i) Clearly t is a positive, unital map. Therefore Ii E ‘/ ::: I. As Q, o a-m1 ~. 
I ,v , it follows that G - E, and therefore E is a conditional expectation [5, Defini- 
tire 5.2. The rest is a rephrasing of Lemma 3.5. 
(ii) For the converse, it is sufficient to prove that for any conditional 
expectation E, E.+ is real-isometric: let E: M- lV, then for w E &Vy 
We can now prove Theorem 2. I I. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.6., @ (Y c E for some isomorphism N and conditional 
expectation E. By injectivity, E :: I, so @ is an isomorphism. 1 
580!38:3--4 
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In the following implementation result, we must impose the u-finiteness of 
N. For clarity we impose the faithfulness of di. In principle, however, one could 
include the last argument of this paper in the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let rl/l, AT De in standaard form, ~1” g-j&rite. Suppose @,: *II -+ .\ 
is a faithful, normal, Schwarz map and such thaf Qi: is real-isometric. Then @ is 
implementable. 
Proof. According to Proposition 3.6, Q, :m CY ‘I E. Choose a faithful, normal 
state @ on M, . Define the state # m= #J D l on AZ. Jr also is faithful and normal 
and it is represented by a vector 7 E P,,,: We I/J. Let (&$, , c,, Q,,,) he the 
GKS-triplet of define 
Let PM0 be the selfdual cone in Zb Then it is easy to check that E’(X) 
exe*, where e* is an isometry such that ex(4%r,) C 1’,,1 [12]. Now ‘L’ z ” 7r;’ 
is a *-isomorphism between two algebras in standard form, so there exists a 
unique unitary u: .X -+ A$ such that x’(s) _ U*.YU and ~(4~) !- I’,,<,, [7, 
Theorem 2.3.1. 
Put u == e*u, then Q(x) I~. (CX’ 2 C’)(X) .:-: ZI**.W. 1 
We now remove the condition of the o-finiteness of :V. It is done in much the 
same way as in [7]. 
LEMMA 3.8. Lemma 3.7 remains true if N is not cr-JLinite. 
Proof. Let 4 be a a-finite projection in 11: and p the unique projection in 
M such that Q(p) = q. Define r = PJ,,~ pJ,,, , s : q JNq J.v , and consider the 
map 
Gg: pMp + qivq 
pxp k, q@(x)q. 
By Lemma 3.5, q@(x)q = @( pxp) so it follows at once that @@ is well defined 
and faithful. Moreover (4bO)+ is real-isometric: let w E (qNq)y, then 
~ w 0 @, il = 11 w(q@(.)q)l1 
= ~1 w(q(.)q) 1 since @* is real-isometric 
= ~jw ‘. 
Define 
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then GC, is faithful and G*,,, is real-isometric, because GQ is, and rJlr r pMp, 
s:\:s s +\‘cJ [7, Corollary 2.51. Then s’, fulfills the conditions of Lemma 3.7 and 
there exists an isometry u,.: SX ---f r# such that 
QYXY) = U~YXTU, = s@(x)s. 
Finally. choose a net {qll of a-finite projections in ,V such that pa T I, then h! 
Lemma 3.2, p, t 1. Also Y, r 1 and S, r 1. By the uniqueness of u,. we hart 
II, cz/ \ ‘? if I/, <-- q/T > so there exists a U: .X --f S extending all u,. ani I 
@(,v) 7 lim So@ s, -:-- lim M,~~Y~w,,u~., 
I 1 
= u”.w. I 
Finally, WC remove the condition of the faithfulness of CD and this will complete 
the proof of Theorem 2.8. 
Proof ?f Il’lleorem 2.8. Let p = s(Q) and define q -~ PJ,,~~J,,~, then Q(x) 
@( p.~p) and the map 
is faithful [I 1, Lemma 5. I]. By [7], pMp z qMq so 
Q5,: qMq + A 
qxq - @‘(x) 
is a faithful normal Schwarz map. @“* also is real-isometric: let w F (AT*),, . 
then 
--. I 9, w-CD I =jlw’. 
By Lemma 3.7, there exists a u: SC -+ 9% such that Q,(x) = U*XU and UP, C 
P,, . Set z’ --_ qu, then 
@(x) = cDo(pq) = u*qxqu 
= v*xv 
and vPh 7: ~uP,~ C qP,b, C P,,, . 1 
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4. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that, given a von Neumann algebra in standard form, the 
property that certain maps such as isomorphisms and normal states can be 
implemented (in an essentially unique way) is shared by the class of Schwarz 
maps with real isometric produal. This condition is necessary and sufficient. 
Further results, analogous to those of [7], can be proven for these implement- 
able maps; in particular, it follows easily that if Q,(X) = U*XU and z(P.,.) L P,,, 9 
then ~1 u - w I~2 z< ‘1 @,r - QLc I SZ: 1 ‘L’ - u! I! 1~ ‘z! , w 1:. 
In [1 11, Stormer proves some theorems about implcmentabilit!. of positi\,e 
maps of class 1 on 29(Z) (i.e., a map such that the dual map preserves purit!- 
of states). Parts of our analysis were inspired by this work. Although at first 
sight the notions of “maps of class I” and “OP map” seem to be related ~ the! 
coincide if G? is finite dimensional whcrc they imply that the map is an (anti)- 
isomorphism-they are different, as examples may show. They arc not equi- 
valent to “cxtrcmalitv” either. 
Examples also show that one cannot relax the condition that Af and .\. arc in 
standard form, nor that @ is a Schwarz map without imposing additional as- 
sumptions. 
Of course, the implementation result obtained here can be used to implement 
a dynamical semigroup @I (with (@,)* real-isometric) by means of a scmigroup 
of isometries. 
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